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Presentation Notes
Sarah2: Workshop OrganizersGood morning and welcome to the first session in the workshop series Shaping the Future of Vacuum Technology Education. I am Sarah Holsted, Communications Specialist for the DELIVER Project at Normandale Community College. I worked with Bob Bailey, External Evaluator, and Nancy Louwagie, Principal Investigator for the DELIVER Project to organize this workshop series. We had intended to meet face-to-face for a day this summer but evolved those plans into a series of five online sessions. Thank you for joining us for the first workshop!3: Presenters for Workshop 1Our presenters for this kick-off session are: Nancy Louwagie, Bob Bailey, Ruth Robinson, and Tom Johnson. But we have organized this workshop series because we want to hear your perspective on the future of vacuum technology education. I’ll go over a few ground rules now to make sure everyone can join in the discussion.  
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SarahThe faculty and staff that make up Normandale’s NSF DELIVER vacuum technology program



Orientation

Control features
1) Mute
2) Camera
3) Chat
4) Raise 

Hand-> 
Reactions 

Process
•Summary in 
chat box
•Raise hand and 
/ or chat
•Q&A breaks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah4: OrientationNancy, Bob, and I are co-hosts of this zoom meeting. My role is to monitor the chat, keep time, and troubleshoot as needed. During the meeting, you can send a chat to me personally if there are technical issues. The zoom features we’ll be using are: cameras, microphones, chat, and breakout rooms. You are all entering the meeting muted. Later in the presentation, we will enable your microphones for Q&A and the breakout sessions. You can pop a question into the chat [found here] any time or [raise your hand] to make a comment. We trust that both in the chat and in spoken comments, you will be courteous to fellow participants and abide by [Normandale’s code of conduct]. Anyone who uses chat or makes comments in an abusive or threatening way will be removed from this workshop.During this workshop, the presentations will be recorded, but the Q&A and the breakout sessions will not be. What you type into the chat will not be recorded with the video. We will make every effort to tell you when recording begins and ends, but you can always check the top right of your screen for the red light icon.A page on the Normandale Vacuum Technology Department website was created to support this workshop series. [I’ve put the URL in the chat.] https://www.normandale.edu/departments/stem-and-education/vacuum-and-thin-film-technology/shaping-the-future-of-vacuum-technology-education The slides, handouts, and recordings for each workshop will be posted here. At the end of each workshop, you will be invited to complete a very quick survey about your experience. It should only take 2-3 minutes. Please take a moment to do this to help us improve the next workshop.So again, welcome, we’re glad you’re here, and I’ll turn it over to Nancy.
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Workshop Series Agenda and Objectives
Past

• Provide history 
and context

• REVAMP and 
DELIVER 
Projects at 
Normandale
• Results
• Impact 

Present

• Map the current 
state of vacuum 
technology in the 
U.S.
• Identification of 

gaps
• Industry 

perspective
• Student 

perspective
• Demonstrations 

of current 
practice

Future

• Plan for growing 
and sustaining 
the program
• Identification of 

opportunities 
and needs 

• Identification of 
sectors 

• Brainstorm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BobPast – history of program at NCC; impact of REVAMP and DELIVERPresent – Map the current state of vac tech education was one of the proposed outcomes of DELIVERFuture – plan for enrollment trends, plan for growing and sustaining the program (enrollment trends, partnerships, course access preferences, credential preferences, instructional talent, equipment needs, instructional technology platforms) (NL)
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BobSummary of planned workshopsEach workshop designed to provide a different perspective on the issue 



Independent Assignments
A
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t  
1 Gap Analysis 

• Identify gaps as 
opportunities for 
growth

A
ss

ig
nm

en
t 2 Impact 

Analysis
• Impact of past 

activities and 
desired impact 
for future 
activities

A
ss

ig
nm

en
t 3 Brainstorming 

• Use collective 
experience of 
this group to 
identify potential  
strategies and 
opportunities 
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BobSummary of the planned assignments and desired outcomes of eachInstructions for stipend at the end to Foundry be sent out



Workshop Series Timeline
• September 24Session 1

• Due back October 8 - 2 weeks after session 1Assignment  1 – Gap Analysis

• Oct 19 – Oct 30Session 2

• Due back 2 weeks after session 2Assignment 2 – Impact Analysis

• Nov 9 – Nov 20Session 3

• Due 2 weeks after session 3Assignment 3 - Survey

• Jan 19 – Jan 29, 2021Session 4

• 1 week prior to session 5Prep for Session 5

• March 1-5 or March 15-19, 2021Session 5 

• Early April 2021Final Report

Presenter
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BobOverview of timeline of all the workshops 



Series Deliverables
https://www.normandale.edu/departments/stem-and-

education/vacuum-and-thin-film-technology/shaping-the-future-of-
vacuum-technology-education

Slides
Participant List

Final Report 
Recording

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BobSummary of deliverablesSlides Links to recording available on the NCC web siteParticipant list – hope to strengthen the network of vacuum technology community Final report – a summary of findings and recommendations for future NL: I’ve contacted Marketing and asked to have them create a link under Normandale’s Vacuum Technology webpage (https://www.normandale.edu/vacuumtechnology) for both accessing and archiving the workshop resources.
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Vac Tech Program History

1996

• Normandale 
Community College 

begins to offer 
credentialing in vacuum 

technology

2014
• National 

Science 
Foundation 

(Project 
ReVAMP, NSF 

DUE #1400408)

2017
• Project 

DELIVER 
(NSF DUE 

#1700624)

2020-2021
• Workshop series 

designed to examine 
vacuum technology 
education in the U.S. 
and to develop a 
framework for the 
future

Growth and 
Sustainability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NancyNote the four key milestones in the program’s historySince 1996, Normandale Community College (Bloomington, MN) has offered credentialing in vacuum technology for the advanced manufacturing industries in the Twin Cities area. In 2014, Normandale received a grant from the National Science Foundation (Project ReVAMP, NSF DUE #1400408) to update course content and assemble the infrastructure (telepresence classroom; Vacuum Education Training systems) to deliver hands-on vacuum technology education in real time across the country. Normandale continues this work with Project DELIVER (NSF DUE #1700624) while scaling up the number of business and academic partners who enroll their employees and students. This virtual workshop series, originally planned as a 1.5 day in-person experience, will provide an opportunity to examine in-depth the environment for vacuum technology education in the U.S. and to develop a framework to ensure that there is capacity to educate a national workforce capable of participating in advanced manufacturing and vacuum-reliant businesses in the future.The ultimate goal is to get the program to a point where it is growing and sustainable



Solution: 
Telepresence 
Technology

Diverse organizations 
benefit from a 

workforce with skills 
and knowledge in vac 

tech

Learners benefit from 
real time interaction 

with instructor(s)

Traditional students 
not choosing to enter 

vac tech programs

Sustaining valued 
programs with low 

enrollments

Lab technology 
programs have high 
capital equipment 

costs

Motivating Rationale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NancySummary of challenges and the concept of telepresence as a solutionChallenge: Local industries need skilled technicians for a finite number of positions BUT the current pipeline is not meeting this demandChallenge: To maintain the viability of a low-enrollment program that supports an ongoing regional needOpportunity: Vacuum-reliant industries around U.S. need skilled workers, but have few local education opportunitiesSolution: Telepresence Technology, because...Real-time interaction is critical; Vac Tech combines several STEM disciplines and has unfamiliar terminologyVac Tech program can enroll enough (distributed) students to support program longevityEducation programs must seek out opportunities and be ready to partner with other content providers in order to develop viable ways to address the technical workforce knowledge and skills gap.Normandale’s Vacuum Technology program in 2011: Referred program students to various courses offered by other schools in the MN higher ed system (examples, electronics, fluid mechanics, semiconductor processing) so these program students could continue to make progress in their studies when Normandale could not hold program classes due to low enrollmentVacuum technology curriculum needs to be taught f2f, but industries and students are distributed. 



Revising Vacuum Technology – an Advanced 
Manufacturing Program (REVAMP) NSF DUE #1400408

Revise curriculum

Expanded use of LMS
Delivered 7 VACT class 

sections via 
telepresence

Design and build 
trainer system for 
hands-on learning

Built 4 HVETs and 3 
RVETs 

Shipped VETs to partner 
sites

Deliver courses 
via telepresence

Engaged 4 industry 
partners, 1 academic 
partner and 1 national 

lab as partner sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NancyDUE #1400408 (Revising Vacuum technology, an Advanced Manufacturing Program, ReVAMP), 2014-2017Three major objectives: Objective 1: Deliver updated vacuum technology curriculumVacuum technology curriculum needs to be taught f2f, but industries and students are distributed. LMS supports distributed learners while telepresence brings faculty and students together.LMS features used in Vac Tech classesQuizzingLinks to videosFlipped classroom techniques promote student preparation  ahead of classOutcome: Normandale couldn't have done ReVAMP without LMS; ReVAMP promoted better use of LMS.Objective 2: Design, build and use vacuum trainer systemsTechnicians from local companies participated in the High Vacuum Equipment Trainer (HVET) design processSix program students contributed to building and testing HVET systemsIntroduced first working HVET system Summer 2015; demonstrated at 2015 ATE PI ConferenceSignificant HVET performance upgrade made possible following participation at SVC TechCon 2016; �led to Rough Vacuum (RVET) design and constructionOutcome: Total of 4 HVET and 3 RVET fully constructed systems: systems used at partner sitesObjective 3: Deliver classes in a telepresence classroom“For students who are geographically separated but able to meet synchronously, telepresence systems provide an opportunity for authentic social interactions with both peers and instructors.”Carrie L. Lewis, Qijie Cai, Michael Manderfield, and Jude A. Higdon, "Student and Faculty Perceptions of Telepresence Courses," EDUCAUSE Review, July 20, 2015.Differences between telepresence and consumer-level tools such as Skype, Google Hangouts, etc.Video size via a large screen: human-sized vs. reduced sizeVideo quality: high-speed, real-time video with low compression vs. consumer Internet with high compressionAccess location: place-bound to telepresence rooms and equipment vs. available from any consumer-level device with Internet access*60% of students were offsite/40% of students were at Normandale 



Distance Education and Learning in Vacuum Technology 
for Employment (DELIVER) NSF DUE #1700624

Expand pathways 
through easy access

Asynchronous 
foundations 

course

Expanded 
telepresence to 

capstone 
courses

“Focused 
track” 

credential 

VACT certificate

Increase pool of instructors

Instructor guide 
VACT 1292

Semester long 
class 

observation, 
teaching 

partnership

Industry 
partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NancyNSF ATE Project, 2017-2020, DUE #1700624Build on the outcomes from REVAMPProject objectivesExpand pathways into vacuum technology through development of asynchronous e-learning/online learning courses in foundations of vacuum technology and preparatory math and vacuum science.Meet the education and credential needs of students and businesses by developing and testing a “focused track” credential that provides businesses with rapid access to skilled, knowledgeable technicians and that can be delivered to distance learnersDevelop and share best practices in vacuum technology instruction to increase access to instructors with industry experience who are available to teach in vacuum technology programs.Foundations in Vacuum Technology (VACT 1010) developed and offered beginning March 201852 learning objectives in vacuum technology, math, chemistry and physics8 on-line modules with quizzes4-9 interactive videos2 student activities with 5 online simulation labsConcept Inventory testDistance delivery of VACT 2297 using telepresence technologyInstructor guide for VACT 1292Dissemination – presented at five (5) events The process of validating the Concept Inventory quiz for use as an assessment tool for incoming students continues.Obtained DVET (Disposition Vacuum Equipment Trainer) for use in VACT 2297Refine and expanded distance delivery capabilities for VACT 2297VACT 1292 instructor guide validatedVACT 2293 instructor onboarding process testedDeveloped formal relationship with an industry group SVCDissemination – presented at eight (8) events  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NancyEnrollment numbers since the beginning of the program clearly show the impact of the two NSF grants Emphasize the role NSF played in energizing this VACT program



Reach of Vac Tech Program since 2014
State # Enrolled

MI 2
FL 3
OR 3
WI 4
NY 7
PA 8
NI 9
TX 29
UT 55
CA 90
MN 165

Traditional 
Student / 
Unknown 
Affiliation

192

90

2

3

3 4 7

8

9

29

55

165

192

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy List of companies and locations– use logos?16 industry partners representing locations in MN, UT, TX, PA, OR, FL, MI.  Academic partners from ReVAMP located in NY and WI.  Natl Lab located in CA.  And partnership with Society of Vacuum Coaters a professional organization. 13 Vacuum Technology Certificates have been conferred to individuals at distance locations (CA, TX and UT).



Partners: Industry, Academic, 
Professional Society

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy 16 industry partners representing locations in MN, UT, TX, PA, OR, FL, MI.  Academic partners from ReVAMP located in NY and WI.  Natl Lab located in CA.  And partnership with Society of Vacuum Coaters a professional organization. 13 Vacuum Technology Certificates have been conferred to individuals at distance locations (CA, TX and UT).
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Gap Analysis Assignment

Growth and Sustainability of Vacuum 
Technology Programs

What will be 
different if the 

gap is 
addressed?

Why is that 
element 

important?

What is 
missing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BobA gap analysis is an examination and assessment  of a current situation for the purpose of identifying the differences between the current state of vacuum technology education and where we would like to be. Our approach will be to look at three What is currently missing?Why is that gap important?What would be different if the gap was minimized or eliminated?



Gap Analysis Worksheet
Respondent (Name and Organization):  
Date:  

Question Response Other notes or comments 

What sector do you represent? ☐Coatings 
☐Advanced manufacturing 
☐R&D 
☐Education and training  
☐Other  - describe in notes/comments   

 
 
 
 
 
  

Describe your organization briefly – products and 
services, size,  

 

Describe the role and importance of vacuum technology 
to your sector 

 
 
 

 
Gap or Opportunity  Rationale  Outcomes 
List and describe what is missing from  

• existing knowledge (e.g. curriculum 
content’ technical topics, skills) 

• infrastructure (e.g. labs, equipment, 
networks) 

• Other resources 
• activities and programs for education 

and training in vacuum technology 
(e.g. telepresence; recruitment, 
credentials)  

• geographic or sector specifics  
• Opportunities (unmet markets, 

emerging markets, partnerships) 

Provide the reasoning for why is it important to 
address this gap. 
 

List the expected results of the actions taken. 
How will we know that the action is effective 
in addressing the gap? 
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Example
Question Response Other notes or comments

What sector do you represent? ☐Coatings
☐Advanced manufacturing
☐R&D
☒Education and training 
☐Other - describe in notes/comment

Describe your organization briefly –
products and services, size, 

Normandale Community College offers a number of credentials in vacuum technology 
including an Associates of Applied Science (AAS) two-year degree (60 credits) and a Vacuum 
Technology Certificate (9 credits). VACT courses are offered in the following modes: in-
person, on-line asynchronous, and on-line synchronous in telepresence. One VACT course is a 
fully on-line experience. Three VACT courses incorporate the use of vacuum equipment 
trainer systems to support hands-on activities.

Describe the role and importance of 
vacuum technology to your sector

Normandale is the only higher ed institution in the U.S. that offers credentials in Vacuum and 
Thin Film Technology (AAS degree and Certificates). This is largely shaped by the industry in 
the region. The Vacuum and Thin Film Technology program works with the local companies 
that use this technology to put together a curriculum that emphasizes the relevant skills to 
excel in the field.
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Example
Gap or Opportunity Rationale for addressing Outcomes
Perception of community colleges are 
second  or third options for post-high 
school education. Often perceived as 
transfer school and not as a credential 
awarding institutions leading to 
employment opportunities

Community colleges are an 
underutilized resource for 
meeting workforce needs

Increased enrollments, more 
completers, more workforce 
placements

Community colleges are still learning how 
to embrace and deploy distributed 
learning technologies – these 
technologies have limited resources in CC 
budgets

Classes utilizing video 
conferencing have been rapidly 
mainstreamed. Telepresence is an 
emerging technology platform in 
education, especially in a COVID 
environment

Realize increased enrollments in 
telepresence classes

Presenter
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Breakout Session and 
Q&A Break

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stop recordingSarahSarah: organize breakout discussionShared google doc



Workshop Timeline

•September 24Workshop

• https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/655ZTDTEnd of Workshop Survey

•October 8Participant Support Request / 
Worksheets Due

•October 15Results Compiled

•October 19 - 31Initial Report and Next Workshop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bob / NancyPromote evaluation link (chatbox and e-mail)
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On-Ramp to Vacuum Certificate

VACT 1010 
Foundations Course

Asynchronous on-line 
designed for returning 

learners

Selected concepts from Applied Math, 
Chemistry and Physics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy Came out of advisory group recommendations to improve students foundationProvides a base of foundational science, math and applied technology concepts Delivered asynchronously on-line using video modules, practice problems and activitiesSmooths the “on-ramp” to the Vacuum Tech certificate



Course Content – Foundations in Vacuum Science

• Module 1:  Matter & the Periodic Table
• Module 2:  Compound names, units & converting numbers
• Module 3:  Moles, mass, particles, & the Kinetic Molecular 

Theory of Gases
• Module 4:  Pressure, temperature, density, significant digits & 

vacuums
• Module 5:  Gas laws & basic graphing
• Module 6:  Heat transfer, logarithms & Excel graphs
• Module 7:  Intermolecular forces, vapor pressure & surfaces
• Module 8:  Chemical safety, acids/bases & simple electric circuits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ruth



Course Element: Video Lessons

• Colorful backbone notes
• Guided note-taking

https://mediaspace.minnstate.edu/media/Ions/0_
05jw3ktp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ruth

https://mediaspace.minnstate.edu/media/Ions/0_05jw3ktp


Course Element: “Try This” Practice 
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Course Element: Activities

•Activities- 2 times each module
•Longer, more in-depth practice and 
application

–Worksheets
–Case studies
–Simulations, 
https://normandale.learn.minnstate.
edu/d2l/le/content/5094464/viewCo
ntent/44537142/View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ruth

https://normandale.learn.minnstate.edu/d2l/le/content/5094464/viewContent/44537142/View


Tour of
Anywhere-Technical-Education 

Classroom @ Normandale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy: Tour of the lab (5 min)Panoramic view of the whole classroomFront and back camera perspectivesInstructor stationWhiteboardTrainers – zoom into component level for eachRVETHVETDeposition system Video display screensMention speaker tracking feature and note if it works (let it happen naturally)Screenshots of partner sitesSelected video clips (optional based on time)Specific Demos in later sessionsQuestions can drive actual demonstrations in later sessions



Q&A Break
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Post Workshop

• Look for an e-mail from Normandale that provides
• Link to evaluation survey for workshop

• https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/655ZTDT
• Instructions for application for stipend
• Gap analysis worksheet – due back by October 8
• Link to workshop site on Normandale’s page
• Request for participant bio for list 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/655ZTDT
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